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Abstract: 
In  this  talk  I  will offer  an  overview  of  my  Oxford group’s  recent  work  targetting NISQ (noisy 
intermediate scale quantum) devices. This is an area of tremendous interest at the moment as we 
are starting to see quantum devices at, or beyond, the practical limits of simulation power of today’s 
supercomputers. But of course the ability to build a machine that a conventional computer cannot 
simulate may be a long way from building something useful! Whether or not this can be done in the 
era before true fault tolerant quantum computers emerge is still an open question. For the answer 
to be affirmative we will need progress in harnessing the power of shallow circuits with, e.g., better 
quantum variational algorithms, as well as novel techniques to efficiently mitigate errors, and 
optimised architectures that recognise the needs of hybrid classical-quantum software. I will discuss 
these themes and indicate the key challenges.  
 
My group have recently studied and reported  a  variety of  NISQ applications ranging  from 
simulation of general open systems [1] to  specific  novel  uses 
in  quantum  chemistry  [2].  These  approaches involve seeking  a  ground  state, 
and  can  be  adapted  to  a yet-more  diverse  range  of  problems  including  the  optimal 
compilation  of  quantum  circuits [3]. Can approaches of this kind be impactful  on  real-
world  problems?  Efficient  exploration  of  the  space  spanned  by the variational 
circuit,  or  ansatz,  is  crucial and  I  will describe  our  work  using  imaginary time  a.k.a. Natural 
Gradient as  a  one  of  the  most effective  options [4].  Achieving  results  of  practical 
significance  beyond  the  QIP  field  will also require  using  ‘every trick’  to control 
errors;  our  group  is  among  those  that  pioneered  quantum  error  mitigation  techniques  [5],  wh
ich  can can  now  be  extended  to incorporate  concepts  such  as  automatic learning and adaption 
to cancel noise [6]. The question of optimal architectures then arises, and ‘multicore NISQ’ has 
emerged as an idea from the work of group member Zhenyu Cai [7]. I  will also 
describe  QuEST,  the  Quantum  Exact  Simulation  Toolkit  [8],  an  open  source  tool 
which  our  group  has developed to explore all these ideas through numerical simulation.  
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